
  

Type of examination System HAS Perspective 

Time-constrained unseen 
exams in invigilated exam 
rooms  

Blackboard Test with either timer or 
specified time period in which to 
complete at home.  We have guidance for 
students and staff in document form. 

AHP use Blackboard for examinations regularly. DAS use a slightly different system 
(iSpring in Blackboard)  for online examinations. N and M use Blackboard Test with 
this system for mandatory training and numeracy. HSS unknown. Team knowledge, 
Hannah, Tom and Michael know the system very well. 
 
Convert to ‘seen exam’ - released via blackboard with online submission same day 

In-class presentations 
where students speak to 
an audience of their peers 
and are assessed not only 
on the content but also 
their presentation 
techniques  

Submit poster electronically with either 
Narrated PowerPoint made in Kaltura 
made asynchronously. Blackboard 
Support guidance or Delivering live in 
Blackboard Collaborate which is 
recorded. 
 

Some concerns about issues with Macs and issues with ITS knowledge of the product. 
Some experience in the Faculty. A lot of skills to learn for staff and students. For staff 
if we want the recordings to not be downloadable or viewable by other students 
then we need to use one of two work arounds. 

Roleplays Delivering live in Blackboard Collaborate 
which is recorded. Blackboard has a 
groups function with the ability to have 
separate Collaborate rooms / discussion 
boards / other tools 
No specific UWE guidance currently. 

A lot of skills to learn for staff and students. For staff if we want the recordings to not 
be downloadable or viewable by other students then we need to use one of two 
work arounds. 

OSCEs Depends on the OSCE a selection of tests 
and submissions on Blackboard could 
mirror the OSCE element though not all 
of the practical skills. 

 

Viva Voce exams, e.g. for 
PhD examinations in 
person  

Blackboard Collaborate in your test 
course. Basic advice here from Faculty 
 

Minimal use so far in DAS and HSS. 

Assessed seminars, group 
discussions and other 
similar activities  
  

Blackboard has a groups function with 
the ability to have separate Collaborate 
rooms / discussion boards / other tools. 
No specific UWE guidance currently. 

Some experience within the team. 



Lab work  
  
  

No practicable substitute  

Posters  
  

  

Submit poster electronically with either 
Narrated PowerPoint made in Kaltura 
made asynchronously. Blackboard 
Support guidance or Delivering live in 
Blackboard Collaborate which is 
recorded. For the presentation element. 

See above 

Peer assessments and 
support  
  

Blackboard has a groups function with 
the ability to have separate Collaborate 
rooms / discussion boards / other tools 
No specific UWE guidance currently. 

Some experience in the team and a smattering across the ‘groups’ 

 

   


